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College Guild
P.O. Box 6448, Brunswick, ME 04011

POETRY CLUB II
Unit 7 of 7
Rhyming and Poems by Richard Aldridge
For most of Creative Language and Poetry Club, I’ve been encouraging students to get away from the need to rhyme.
Rhyming poetry is a wonderful challenge, but struggling to find words that rhyme, make sense, and don’t interfere with the
flow can end up taking over the poem. In addition to all that, you have to worry about the meter. I’ve preferred that you
concentrate on language, metaphor and imagery, and power in your message and ending. (Yeah, that’s all!) My belief is
that this kind of focus will make your poems stronger, whatever kind you choose to write.
Instead of rhyming no more than one poem per unit, for this final unit of Poetry Club II, the assignment is to rhyme at least
two poems. To demonstrate the variety of rhyme schemes, here are five poems by Richard Aldridge. I have coded the
rhyme scheme at the end of each line, (a), (b), etc. Born in 1930 in New York City, Aldridge spent most of his adult life in
Maine where he taught high school English for twenty-three years. He has had four books of poetry published. The poems
in this unit are from The Wild White Rose.
You do not need to discuss or comment on Aldridge’s poems. Instead, read and reread them, noting how the rhyme blends
into the language. Then, it’s your turn.
1. Write four original poems, two in the rhyming format of your choice.

JANUARY JUNE

REMNANTS

By afternoon the roof has shed
All but a tray sized patch of snow,
Next to the barn the Swedish sled
Sits stuck on the grass, a curio.

(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)

But nightfall will close down the play.
The earth, beguiled, still cannot shove
Six months of growth into one day.
- And so it is, I know, with love.

(c)
(d)
(c)
(d)

Crested, broken, now the wave
recedes to leave a pool stirred only
by a single eddy,
in the fashion
of a musing finger tracing
round the wineglass rim
a circle of spent passion.
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(a)

(a)

A WATER WHEEL

2

DAWN WATCH

With April’s runoff well begun,
I found wood scraps, some tin, a dowel
And started on them just for fun
With hammer, coping saw, and brads.
A morning’s work and it was done.

(a)
(a)
(a)

Down to the point to wait for the sunrise.
The night still, immense; then a surprise:

(a)
(a)

Three lights in triangle out on the bay,
Next to a down-pointed conical ray,

(b)
(b)

No paint, for paint took time to dry
And spring had come. Now would it work?
Two girls with greater faith than I
Made up a threesome through the woods
With nothing for it but to try

(b)
(b)
(b)

Hovering, thrumming, slow moving to sea.
First flashing guess as to what it could be

(c)
(c)

Along with a slight sudden tightness of throat:
A spacecraft come near. But then: just a boat.

(d)
(d)

Out where the forest pool, pine crowned
Was filled and spilling, piled with froth,
We built, all squatting on the ground,
A dam, a flume, then stood to see
The wheel begin to go around.

(c)
(c)
(c)

Farther and fainter, at last wholly gone.
Above the east shoreline the glimmer of dawn.

(e)
(e)

Now with the whole world awash with first light
No way to prove ever which guess was right.

(f)
(f)

Our shouts gave way to standing still.
We stared, in sudden secret league
With all who ever did distil
A use from nature’s rampant course
By sleight of mind and force of will.

(d)
(d)
(d)

THE WILD WHITE ROSE
Where layered shoulders of grey rock
Endure the constant wearing shock
Of shearing wind and tidal wrack,
There is, implanted in a crack,

(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)

A bush which bears the wild white rose.
I have gone back, and it still grows,
A pure, frail thrust of white and gold
Against the elements of old.

(c)
(c)
(d)
(d)

But though one day it must be gone,
I would sit up until the dawn
With any who would wish it done
To find out what is lost, is won.

(e)
(e)
(f)
(f)

*********************************************************************************************************************************************
Since this is your final Unit, we'd appreciate any feedback or suggestions you have for improving the Course!
Remember: First names only & please let us know if your address changes
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